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General preface

Oxford Studies in Semantics and Pragmatics publishes original research
on meaning in natural language within contemporary semantics and
pragmatics. Authors present their work in the context of past and
present lines of inquiry and in a manner accessible to both scholars
whose core areas of expertise are in linguistic semantics and pragmatics,
and to researchers in related and allied fields such as syntax, lexicol-
ogy, philosophy, and cognitive science. The series emphasizes rigorous
theoretical analysis grounded in detailed empirical investigation of
particular languages.

This is a companion series to Oxford Surveys in Semantics and
Pragmatics. The Surveys series provides critical overviews of the major
approaches to core semantic and pragmatic phenomena, a discussion
of their relative value, and an assessment of the degree of consensus
that exists about any one of them. The Studies series equally seeks to
put empirical complexity and theoretical debate into comprehensible
perspective, but with a narrower focus and correspondingly greater
depth. In both series, authors develop and defend the approach and line
of argument that they find most convincing and productive.

In this contribution to the series, Heather Burnett investigates the
semantics of gradability: the principles ofmeaning that provide the basis
for expressions of comparison, intensification, and degree. Burnett’s
central thesis is that gradability can be derived from the interaction of
a set of more basic, and conceptually necessary, principles governing
the interpretation of context-dependent expressions and the tolerance of
categorization processes. This approach contributes to a long tradition
in semantics and philosophy that seeks to link the semantics of grad-
ability to a general theory of linguistic vagueness; where Burnett pushes
beyond previous work is in developing a formal framework that can
explain grammatical distinctions between classes of gradable predicates
that have previously been thought to require reference to an additional
abstract scalar representation system. This volume challenges this view
and provides a fresh and sophisticated alternative to contemporary
theories of the semantics of gradability.
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1

Introduction

This book presents a new theory of the relationship between vagueness,
context sensitivity, and scale structure in natural language. In particular,
this work is devoted to the description and analysis of the distribution of
these phenomena within and outside the adjectival domain of English
and other Indo-European languages.

Amore precise and developed exposition of the phenomenon known
as vagueness will be given in Chapter 2; however, we can illustrate some
of the puzzles that it raises with the following example: Suppose we take
someone who is 1.9 m tall, and suppose that we agree that, because we
are talking about average male heights, he is tall. Furthermore, suppose
that we have a long line of people ordered based on height and that their
heights differ by only 1 cm each. The 1.9 m tall man is at the front of the
line, and there is someone who is only 1.5 m tall at the end.We can agree
that the last person is not tall. Given this set-up, there must be some
point in this line at which we move from a tall person to his not tall
follower, who is 1 cm shorter than he is. But where is this point? Since
adding or subtracting a single centimetre is such a small change, it seems
absurd to think that changing someone’s height by this much could ever
serve to affect whether or not we would call them tall. We call relations
like ‘± 1 cm’ (in this context) tolerance relations or indifference relations,
since they encode amounts of change that do not make a difference to
categorization. When we can find a tolerance relation for an adjective,
we call the adjective tolerant, i.e. we call tall a tolerant predicate because
statements like (1) seem true.

(1) For all x, y, if x is tall and x and y’s heights differ by at most 1 cm,
then y is also tall.

Note, furthermore, that the negation of tall (not tall) is also tolerant: in
a context such as the one described above, (2) also seems true.

Gradability in Natural Language. Heather Burnett. © Heather Burnett 2017.
First published 2017 by Oxford University Press.
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(2) For all x, y, if x is not tall and x and y’s heights differ by at most
1 cm, then y is also not tall.

Clearly the fact that both tall and not tall are tolerant creates a puzzle:
why do we not conclude that both the 1.9 m man and the 1.5 m man
are tall and not tall at the same time? Paradoxes of this type are known
as Sorites paradoxes, and they will be discussed in much greater detail
throughout the book.

Another adjective that shows a similar pattern is straight: In most
situations, adding a 1/10 mm bend to a stick is such an irrelevant change
that it will never be sufficient to make a stick that we call straight not
called straight. Thus, if we were to line up a set of sticks that differ by
1/10 mm bend from the perfectly straight ones to the really bendy ones,
then (3) seems true.

(3) For all x, y, if x is straight and x and y differ by a single 1/10 mm
bend, then y is also straight.

However, unlike tall, whose negation is also tolerant, even though
adding or subtracting a 1/10 mm bend is such a small change, the
corresponding statement with not straight is false: in particular (4) is
falsified by the case where we move from x that has a 1/10 mm bend (so
is not straight) to y that has absolutely no bends.

(4) False: For all x, y, if x is not straight and x and y differ by a single
1/10 mm bend, then y is also not straight.

In summary, on the one hand, adjectives like tall and straight are both
tolerant, but on the other, straight displays an asymmetry that tall
does not.

The second phenomenon that will be treated in this work is context
sensitivity. To bemore specific, we will call a predicateP context sensitive
just in case, for some individual x, we can find a context in which P
applies to x, and we can find another context in which P does not apply
to x, without changing the properties of x and y. The adjectives tall and
straight both have this property: someone who can be considered tall
when we are considering jockeys might not be considered tall when we

 Thenameof these puzzles comes fromapuzzle attributed to Eubelides ofMiletus known
as “the Heap” (soros being Greek for heap):

Would you describe a single grain of wheat as a heap? No.Would you describe two grains
of wheat as a heap? No . . .Youmust admit the presence of a heap sooner or later, so where
do you draw the line? (from the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy.)
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are considering averagemen. Likewise, we saw above that an object with
a very small bend can be sometimes considered to be straight; however,
in a context in which very slight bends make a large difference to our
purposes, the very same object would not be considered straight.

This being said, tall and straight display a different pattern when it
comes to being context sensitive. For example, as discussed in Kennedy
(2007) and Syrett et al. (2010) (among others), adjectives like tall can
shift their criteria of application across contexts in a way that adjectives
like straight cannot. If I have two objects, one of which is (noticeably)
taller than the other, but neither are particularly tall, I can still use the
predicate tall to pick out the taller of the two.

(5) Pass me the tall one.
OK: even if neither/both is/are tall.

However, using straight in such a linguistic construction is only possible
if exactly one of the two is (very close) to perfectly straight.

(6) Pass me the straight one.
# if neither/both is/are straight.

The third phenomenon treated in this work is scalarity. Again, tall and
straight pattern alike on this dimension in that they can both appear in
the comparative and many other degree constructions (7).

(7) a. This stick is taller/straighter than that one.
b. This stick is very tall/straight.

However, once more, if we look at the full range of data concerning
gradability and scale structure, tall and straight show a different pattern:
for example, certain scalar modifiers like almost and completely are
natural with straight, but not with tall.

(8) a. ??John is almost/completely tall.
b. This stick is almost/completely straight.

The main goal of Chapters 2–5 is to develop an account of both the
similarities anddifferences between various subclasses of adjectiveswith
respect to each of these three phenomena (vagueness, context senstivity,
and scalarity). The principle subclasses that will be empirically distin-
guished are the following:

 Consider, for example, the barrel of a rifle that must be perfectly straight for our shots
to be accurate.
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(9) Relative scalar adjectives (RAs):
e.g. tall, short, expensive, cheap, nice, friendly, intelligent, stupid,
narrow, wide

(10) Total absolute adjectives (AATs):
e.g. empty, full, clean, smooth, dry, straight, flat

(11) Partial absolute adjectives (AAPs):
e.g. dirty, bent, wet, curved, crooked, dangerous, awake

(12) Non-scalar adjectives (NSs):
e.g. atomic, geographical, polka-dotted, pregnant, illegal, dead,
hexagonal

I propose that the patterns concerning the behavior of tall and straight
described above and other patterns to be discussed in the work are
all reflexes of a single underlying difference in the semantics of these
lexical items involving (a certain kind of) context sensitivity.Moreover, I
propose that the data concerning both vagueness and scale structure can
be derived from the interaction between (lack of) context sensitivity and
tolerance/indifference relations associated with general cognitive cate-
gorization processes. Building on insights into the connection between
context sensitivity and scalarity from the work of Klein (1980) (among
others) and insights into the connection between tolerance relations and
the Sorites paradox from the work of Cobreros et al. (2012b) (among
others), I propose a new logical framework called Delineation Tolerant,
Classical, Strict (DelTCS) that captures the intimate and complex rela-
tionship between these three aspects of adjectival meaning.

Chapters 6 and 7 look at extensions of the framework developed
in Chapters 2–5. An important class of the extensions we will look at
concerns how the DelTCS framework can be applied outside the adjec-
tival domain to develop an analysis of context sensitivity, vagueness,
and gradability patterns associated with constituents of the determiner
phrase (DP) category. It has been long observed that there exist impor-
tant parallels between certain kinds of adjectives and certain kinds of
DPs when it comes to vagueness and scale structure. Although these
parallels will be outlined in great detail in the book,we can observe a first
cross-domain parallel using (among other constructions) degree modi-
fiers that combine with constituents of different syntactic categories. For
example, inmany languages, a universal scalarmodifier, such as French

 As observed by Bolinger () and Moltmann (), similar adjectival patterns are
possible in some dialects of English (ex. This room is all empty ≈ This room is completely
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tou(te)s ‘all’, can combine with both adjectives like droit ‘straight’ and
definite plural DPs like les filles ‘the girls’ to create a parallel maximizing
interpretation.

(13) a. La
The

rue
road

est
is

toute
all

droite.
straight

‘The road is completely straight.’
b. Toutes

All
les
the

filles
girls

sont
are

arrivées.
arrived

‘All the girls arrived.’

Although examples such as (13) (and others to be discussed in Chapter
7) suggest that definite plural DPs and total adjectives have similar
scale structure properties, we will also see that context sensitivity/
vagueness/scale structure have slightly different manifestations with
DPs thanwith adjectives. In particular, I will argue that we see a different
typology of context sensitivity, vagueness, and scale structure patterns
in the DP domain than in the adjectival domain. Chapters 6 and 7 are
therefore devoted to capturing both the similarities (such as (13)) and
the proposed differences between adjectival and DP constituents within
a mereological extension (Simons, 1987; Hovda, 2008, among others) of
the DelTCS system (called M-DelTCS).

I will propose that the scales associated with DPs are derived from
statements about their context sensitivity and vagueness in the same
basic way as with adjectives. This is what creates the observed cross-
domain parallels. However, I will also propose that the different kinds
of ontological relations that characterize the domains into which DPs
and adjectives denote have important consequences for how the appli-
cation of these constituents can vary across comparison classes and how
they display the characteristic properties of vague language. In other
words, by virtue of the fact that DP constituents are interpreted into
domains that have mereological (i.e. part-structure) relations on them,
their context sensitivity and vagueness is constrained in a way that the
context sensitivity and vagueness of adjectival constituents is not. In
turn, by virtue of the logical structure of the M-DelTCS framework,
these differences in context sensitivity and vagueness will be translated
into differences in scale structure. Based on these results, I conclude that

empty). However, adjectival all is not fully productive in English in the way that its counter-
parts in the Romance languages (or even in German) are. Indeed, Moltmann () refers
to English all as ‘deficient’ with respect to its cognates in other Indo-European languages.
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the Delineation TCS system (and its mereological extension M-DelTCS)
provides a broad and versatile framework for analyzing the connections
between context sensitivity, vagueness, and gradability that we observe
in natural language phenomena across different syntactic categories.

1.1 Organization of the book

Chapter 2 (Vagueness and linguistic analysis) serves as an introduction to
one of the main empirical phenomena to be analyzed in the monograph
and the formal tools that will be used in the analysis. As such, it has two
main parts: in the first part (Sections 2.2–2.3), I present the empirical
phenomenon known as vagueness in the linguistics and philosophical
literatures, and I outline why this phenomenon appears so threatening
to our classical semantic theories in logic and linguistics. In the second
part of the chapter (Sections 2.4–2.5), I present the basic account of the
puzzling properties of vague language that I will adopt in this work:
Cobreros et al.’s (2012b)Tolerant, Classical, Strict (TCS) similarity-based
non-classical logical framework. I then present a similar framework that
has been very influential in linguistics: Lasersohn’s (1999) Pragmatic
Halos framework. I give a comparison between the two approaches and
argue that, while Cobreros et al.’s (2012b) analysis (as applied to the
interpretation of English) is empirically superior, they share many of
the same driving intuitions. I therefore suggest that one way of looking
at TCS is as a more nuanced version of the halos approach. Readers that
are already familiar with the puzzles associated with vagueness and their
proposed solutions within TCS can easily skip this chapter without any
consequences for their understanding of the rest of the book.

Chapter 3 (Context sensitivity and vagueness patterns) presents the
main empirical patterns associated with adjectival context sensitivity
and vagueness. In line with previous work on the topic, I argue that
the different scale structure classes of adjectives in (9)–(12) vary with
respect to comparison class-based context sensitivity. I argue that to
properly understand this variation, it is useful to adopt two patterns
of comparison class-based context sensitivity: (what I will call) uni-
versal context sensitivity and existential context sensitivity. Intuitively,
predicates that are universally context sensitive show a greater range
of meaning variation than predicates that are existentially context sen-
sitive. In this chapter, I argue that three of the four scale-structure
subclasses presented above can be distinguished based on their context


